The inheritance of MS susceptibility.
The object of this study was to determine, if possible, the mode of inheritance of the susceptibility to multiple sclerosis (MS). It was known that no single-gene model could fit the observations, so oligogenic models (models involving a small number of genes) were sought. Oligogenic hypotheses were tested against the available population data for MS until a reasonable level of agreement was found. The best-fitting simple hypothesis was this: MS occurs only in people who are homozygous for a recessive gene and carry a dominant X gene, and then only with reduced penetrance. The dangerous allele m- at the autosomal locus appears to be fairly uniformly distributed across England, Ireland and Canada, occurring in 10-30% of the gene pool. There are large variations in the frequency of the allele s- at the X-locus, ranging from 10% up to 72% of the gene pool. The penetrance varies significantly with geographical location, but nowhere approaches unity, so that the environmental factors are of great importance. The hypothesis explains the broad features of the population pattern of the occurrence of MS and it gives an outstanding fit to the best available data on MS in relatives. The result may assist attempts to map the genetic data on MS, opens the way for a reassessment of the attempts to identify the environmental factors, and it makes possible the completion of nonempirical risk tables for various countries. Similar techniques may be applied to other disorders with a genetic component in their aetiology.